Any torch applications, always have approved flame extinguishing equipment nearby.

Caution: Spastic recognition that all practices pertaining to asbestos abatement be followed when torching methods are employed. This includes performing a fire watch following.

2. Requirements and recommendations detailed in Spastic specifications shall apply in addition to the above warnings.

Notes: 1. Where permitted is provided to maintain proper adhesion. F. 1400 primer is required for all applications. Use F. 1400 or

PREPARED SUBSTRATE

INSLUCERT RT LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATING CONCRETE SYSTEM

LEAD FLASHING (4 lb. roll into pipe 4")

PARADEXINE 20 TG

(Plastic Cemeot)

(Verify size in B. 0.1021)

LEAD FLANGE

(verify adhesion)

PARADEXINE 30 PR TCS

(Plastic Cemeot)

PARADEXINE 20 TG

(verify adhesion)

PARADEXINE 20 TS

(Plastic Cemeot)

LeaDSkTACK - INSULCER RT

WASTE STACK